Artist Statement

In response to the proposition that in the hands of the artist anything at all can be art, I have begun a second iteration of a line of thought begun in 2015 relating to the notion of drawing to represent, or, drawing as representation. Graphite is to me an established drawing medium that enabled the artist to travel and record places, people and events with little fuss and a minimum of material baggage. It was replaced to some extent by the commonly available camera however drawing in many ways remained a modification of the luminosity of paper, as was the photograph.

The works in this exhibition are a meditation on the journey and the recording of the perfect, the perfected context and the lexical quality of graphite as a means of recording the world as seen or imagined. The premise of this exhibition gave me the scope to find the unexpected thing(s) and transform it (them) into almost magical and at least intriguing participants in a ‘perfect’ journey to the gingerbread house. Other works in my small collection are concerned with graphite as substance and its‘ properties as ‘skin’ housing, covering, suggested structures that otherwise abject, lost, invisible.
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